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Abstract Submission Guidelines 

 

J&K chapter of Association of Surgeons of India (JAKASI) provides the best podium to show case the 

scientific work done by the members of the Association. Abstract/papers will be accepted by the 

Scientific Committee of JAKASICON-2022 under the following categories.  

 

A) COMPETITION PAPERS 

 

1. Best Podium Presentation (Paper): - Fundamental / clinical research on any subject related 

to surgery is acceptable in this category, only senior residents or trainees (MS/DNB/MCh) are 

to participate. The best paper presentation will represent the state chapter of ASI [JAKASI] in 
the annual ASICON 2022. The participants in this category have to submit letter from the Head 

of the Department verifying their credentials as senior residents /trainees at the time of abstract 

submission.  

2. Best Video Presentation: - Any original surgical video [final edited version] is acceptable in 

this category. with running time of 8 minutes and discussion for 2 minutes. The video should 

not include any embedded name of the author or institution, as these would be sent for peer 
review. The format should be wmv/mp4. The videos should be email to 

jakasicon2022@gmail.com  with cc to arsh002@gmail.com as final edited versions, as no 

changes are allowed after review by the peers.  

3. Best Moderated Poster: - Original work will be entertained.  

 

The above categories are competitive in nature and are open to residents.  

First three positions in all categories carry certificates of merit and cash award from JAKASI.  
  

B) NON-COMPETITION PRESENTATIONS 

Open to all delegates registered for JAKASICON 2022.  

 

1. Podium Paper 

2. Video Presentation:- Guidelines and submission details are same as competition videos. 

3. Poster Presentation 

 

Format for abstract 

1. Use Word format and Times New Roman letters.  

2. Title in all capitals and text in single spacing with font size 12 for both  

3. Should contain less than 300 words.  

4. The abstract must contain AIMS & OBJECTIVES, METHODS, RESULTS & CONCLUSION.  

5. Comments like “Results will be discussed” will not be accepted.  
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General Instructions  

1. Last date for receipt of abstract 15th August 2022.  

2. Not more than 1 paper will be accepted from the same presenter in a single category.  

3. Scientific Committee reserves the right to assign the paper to any session it deems fit.  

4. Proof of Registration of the presenter in JAKASICON 2022 is a must for accepting any paper.  

5. There should be a covering letter with a declaration by the presenter that the work is carried out by 

him / her and team if any and has not been presented or published by him /her earlier.  

6. Covering letter should have a mention the category to which the presenter wishes the paper to be 

included.  

7. The abstract of the Paper, Covering letter with declaration, proof of registration and verification 
letter from the Head of Department for competitive categories can be send by e-mail to 

jakasicon2022@gmail.com with cc to arsh002@gmail.com 

 

 

General Rules  

1. The received papers will be acknowledged immediately by the office and if there is any deficiency, 

the same will be intimated.  

2. Only those papers received with full specifications alone will be considered.  

3. The Selection committee has the right to shift the Paper into any category based on the merit of the 

paper and decision of the committee shall be final.  

4. Once the Selection process is completed the Presenters of all the accepted papers will be intimated 

into which category the paper is assigned, its format, rules and regulations.  

 

 
Dr Syed Javid Qadri 

Org. Secretary-JAKASICON 2022 
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